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Abstract
Purpose: Macrostructural narrative analyses are important clinical measures, revealing age-related declines and disorder-related impairments in the accuracy, completeness, logical sequencing, and organization of content. The current study aims to provide preliminary data on typical aging and psychometric evidence supporting...
multilevel Main Concept, Sequencing, and Story Grammar (MSSG) analyses that capture these aspects of narratives. Method: Transcripts of Cinderella narratives for 92 healthy control participants stratified across four age brackets from the online database AphasiaBank were coded by Richardson and Dalton (2016) for main concept (MC) analysis. In the current study, MSSG analyses were completed for (a) logical sequencing, independently and in combination with MC accuracy and completeness (MC + sequencing), and (b) story grammar organization (i.e., inclusion of episodic components and complexity of episodes). Interrater agreement (99%-100%) revealed highly reliable scoring. Results: Descriptive statistics for the typically aging sample are presented for sequencing, MC + sequencing, total episodic components, and episodic complexity. Scores for participants over 60 years of age were lower (poorer) than scores for those 20-59 years of age, supporting the construct validity of score use for identifying age-related declines in performance. Conclusions: This study’s novel MSSG analyses of narrative production efficiently assess the logical sequencing and story grammar organization of content in healthy controls. Preliminary reliability and validity evidence support the use of all scores to measure age-related changes in narrative macrostructure. Data from this typically aging sample provide a foundation for future research and clinical assessment aimed at quantifying narrative deficits in adults with communication disorders.

Narrative discourse, or storytelling, is critical to everyday communication, allowing us to entertain, impart important life lessons, and revisit events with others. Successful narration recounts a chain of causally linked events, either real or imagined, in a logically sequenced and organized manner (Coelho, 2002; Mozeiko et al., 2011; Paul, 1995). Because narration is inherently complex, breakdowns in both microstructure (e.g., lexical selection, grammatical structure) and macrostructure (e.g., overarching "gist" and organization) can occur. Thus, narratives can reveal age-related declines in lexical selection, grammatical complexity, efficiency of language production, and inclusion and organization of essential story events (Cannizzaro & Coelho, 2013; Marini et al., 2005; Wright et al., 2005). Clinically, narrative analyses can reveal inaccurate, incomplete, or insufficient content and poor organization in individuals with neurological insult or disease impacting language and/or cognition, including aphasia (e.g., Dalton & Richardson, 2019; Fromm et al., 2017; Richardson & Hudspeth, 2014) and cognitive-communication disorders (CCDs; Elbourn et al., 2019; Galetto et al., 2013; Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, & Grafman, 2011; Marini et al., 2017; Stout et al., 2000), such as those resulting from right hemisphere damage, traumatic brain injury (TBI), or dementia (Christman Buckingham & Sneed, 2017). Two common approaches to narrative analysis examine the accuracy and completeness of content and/or adherence to story grammar. Yet, in adults, these types of analyses often fail to measure logical sequencing and organizational complexity, areas of challenge in aging, aphasia, and CCD populations. Furthermore, multilevel analyses combining all these measures have not been applied to a single task. To effectively capture deficits, new analyses applied to a complex storytelling task are needed. Such measures would permit clinicians to match analyses to perceived deficits, compare productions of neurologically healthy individuals and those with aphasia and/or CCDs, and identify profiles of strengths and weaknesses. Such information could optimize planning and delivery of treatments and improve diagnostic and therapeutic outcomes. As a critical first step, the current study introduces multilevel analyses: Main Concept, Sequencing, and Story Grammar (MSSG). MSSG is designed to efficiently capture an adult’s ability to accurately and completely convey important content in a logically sequenced and organizationally complex manner when telling a story, such as Cinderella. In other words, it assesses their ability to effectively convey the story’s "message." Data from a large neurologically healthy sample, along with preliminary reliability and construct validity evidence, are presented.
Narrative Analyses Assessing Accuracy, Completeness, and Story Grammar Organization

Two primary approaches to analyzing narrative macrostructure include (a) assessing the accuracy and/or completeness of content (Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, Krueger, & Grafman, 2011; Nicholas & Brookshire, 1995; Richardson & Dalton, 2016) and (b) examining how participant content aligns with story grammar organization (Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, Krueger, & Grafman, 2011; Lindsey et al., 2019).

Accuracy and Completeness of Content: Main Concept Analysis

Main concept (MC) analysis quantifies the presence, accuracy, and completeness of key story content by comparing a participant's utterances with a closed list of MCs compiled from narratives of healthy controls (Nicholas & Brookshire, 1993, 1995; Stark, 2010). MCs are defined as utterances that contain a subject, one main verb, and, if appropriate, an object (e.g., "Cinderella's father remarried a lady"); subordinate clauses may be included if only one main verb is present (Nicholas & Brookshire, 1995). Essential elements of each MC are identified. Corresponding participant utterances are evaluated to determine whether any essential element is conveyed inaccurately (e.g., "mother" or "woman" instead of "stepmother") or incompletely (e.g., "Cinderella's father remarried"-omits "a lady" or "a woman"). Each MC receives a code for the corresponding participant utterance: (a) accurate and complete, (b) accurate but incomplete, (c) inaccurate but complete, (d) inaccurate and incomplete, or (e) absent (Nicholas & Brookshire, 1995; Richardson & Dalton, 2016). MC analysis identifies discourse-level deficits in microstructure (e.g., accuracy/ precision of lexical choices) and macrostructure (e.g., inclusion/ completeness of key concepts; Nicholas & Brookshire, 1993).

Richardson and Dalton (2016) developed an MC checklist for the Cinderella narrative task from the standardized AphasiaBank and TBIBank discourse protocols (www.Talkbank.org). Cinderella was selected as it is a well known fairytale that elicits lengthy, complex linguistic output. Based on 92 control transcripts from AphasiaBank, 34 MCs, each with two to four essential elements, were identified. A checklist of these MCs included a generalized production (e.g., Cinderella 2was a 3servant," where numbering denotes essential elements) and a nonexhaustive list of alternative productions (e.g., ":She 2had to be 3a maid"). Consistent with prior research showing age-related declines in narrative production (Capilouto et al., 2005; Marini et al., 2005; Wright et al., 2005), MC scores revealed better performance in younger (< 60 years) than older (> 60 years) age groups, providing construct validity evidence (expected age differences) and highlighting the need for age-stratified control data to evaluate client performance (Richardson & Dalton, 2016). Construct validity evidence also supported the use of MC scores to identify reduced accuracy and completeness in persons with aphasia and those with primary progressive aphasia (Dalton et al., 2020; Dalton & Richardson, 2019; Fromm et al., 2017; Kong, 2009; Nicholas & Brookshire, 1993, 1995), as well as in individuals with TBI at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months postinjury (Elbourn et al., 2019). Finally, based on Cinderella narratives collected at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months post-TBI, MC score trajectories improved over the first year post-TBI, consistent with spontaneous recovery in narrative production (Elbourn et al., 2019).

Since MC analysis measures the accuracy and completeness of content, productions that include content not specified in the MC list or that occur out of sequence are not penalized. Thus, on its own, MC analysis does not capture deficits in the organization or logical sequencing of narrative content, challenges that are observed in adults with aphasia and/or CCDs (Coelho, 2002; Hameister & Nickels, 2018; Jorgensen & Togher, 2009; Mozeiko et al., 2011). To examine these challenges, additional analyses are required (Hameister & Nickels, 2018).

Story Grammar Analyses

Story grammar refers to an organizational framework used in Western narratives that facilitates comprehension by conveying logical relationships between characters/agents and events (Cannizzaro & Coelho, 2002; Coelho,
Story grammar categories include a setting introducing characters, location, and timing; one or more episodes conveying the story's middle scenes; and a conclusion/coda drawing story events to a close (Roth & Spekman, 1986; Stein & Glenn, 1979). Arguably, "episodes" are the most critical category of the story grammar framework (Mozeiko et al., 2011; Stein & Glenn, 1979). A complete episode minimally includes three components: (a) an "initiating event" that prompts the character to engage in a goal-directed behavior, (b) an "attempt" or action intended to attain the goal, and (c) a "direct consequence" or outcome of the attempt relative to the goal (Coelho, 2002; Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, Krueger, & Grafman, 2011; Stein & Glenn, 1979). Although not required, episodes can also include plans, or intended character actions; internal responses, or character feelings, thoughts, or goals; and reactions, or character's feelings about successful or failed goal outcomes (Roth & Spekman, 1986). Initiating events, attempts, and direct consequences may extend over more than one utterance, and a single utterance may include more than one component. Following Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, and Grafman (2011), partial episodes contain two of the three required episodic components. In this study, the term "complex episodes" was used to refer to episodes having two or all three of these required components, encapsulating partial and complete episodes and clearly differentiating between complete content (MCs) and complete episodes (story grammar). As partial or complete episodes, complex episodes typically convey sufficient information for the listener to follow the logical sequence of events and/or infer missing information, whereas including only one episodic component can lead to listener confusion. Use of story grammar components to organize narrative productions is a known challenge for people with aphasia (e.g., Richardson & Hudspeth, 2014) and TBI (e.g., Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, & Grafman, 2011).

Stark (2010) completed story grammar analyses based on the Cinderella narratives of 10 healthy controls. Fortyone propositions or units akin to MCs were identified and chunked into a story grammar framework, consisting of a setting (four propositions), five episodes (four to eight propositions each), and a conclusion/coda (three propositions). The number of propositions within the setting, each episode, and conclusion were coded as being omitted, produced explicitly, or produced implicitly. Propositions within episodes were not divided further into initiating events, attempts, direct consequences, or other episodic components. Thus, episodic complexity was not addressed because coding did not identify whether episodes included at least two of three required episodic components (Stark, 2010).

Similar to Stark (2010), most story grammar research in adults does not focus on episodic complexity, despite analyses for children often addressing narrative robustness in this way (e.g., Gillam et al., 2016; Heilmann et al., 2010). Importantly, omitting more than two episodic components may lead to listener confusion and signal macrolinguistic processing deficits (Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, & Grafman, 2011). Thus, measuring episodic complexity in adults, as we do in children, could reveal the reduction in complex organization often observed in narratives of individuals with aphasia and/or CCDs.

Story Goodness Index: An Integration of Content Analysis and Story Grammar
The Story Goodness Index, based on participants' retell of a wordless picture book, examines both story grammar and story completeness (Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, Krueger, & Grafman, 2011). The Story Goodness Index's story grammar scores reflect the total number of T-units within complex episodes divided by the total number of T-units produced (note that a T-unit refers to an independent clause with all modifiers and attached clauses, which excludes incomplete sentences). Story completeness scores reflect the number of included critical content units divided by the total number of critical content units that were produced by at least 80% of a control sample (n = 46 for Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, Krueger, & Grafman, 2011; n = 47 for Lindsey et al., 2019). After scoring story grammar and story completeness independently, scores are interpreted together on a two-coordinate grid. Quadrants of the grid are created by horizontal lines (story grammar) and vertical lines (story completeness) at 1 and 2 SDs below the mean for each measure based on the control samples. Clockwise from
the top left, quadrants represent (a) good organization and reduced content, (b) good organization and good content, (c) poor organization and good content, and (d) poor organization and reduced content (Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, Krueger, & Grafman, 2011).

The Story Goodness Index's story grammar score has shown macrostructural deficits in individuals with TBI compared with neurologically healthy adults (Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, Krueger, & Grafman, 2011; Lindsey et al., 2019). However, this discrepancy in scores was not observed between adolescents with typical development and those with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and typical intellectual functioning (IQ > 80; Canfield et al., 2016). Of note, this story grammar score does not capture a story's robustness nor its adherence to a story grammar framework. For example, a story composed of two T-units within one complex episode (e.g., 2 T-units in a complex episode / 2 T-units total) would receive the same story grammar score as a retell consisting of four T-units within two complex episodes (e.g., 4 T-units in complex episodes / 4 T-units total), despite the latter being a more robust narrative. Rather than measuring how sparse or impoverished narratives are, the Story Goodness Index's story grammar score unequally measures the impact of setting and concluding statements that occur outside episodes as well as vague, irrelevant, and/or off-topic utterances. For example, the story grammar score for "The Bear and the Fly" would be lowered by setting statements, such as "It's a family of bears," or vague/hard to interpret utterances, such as "He was gonna through (any) anything to get rid of the fly" (examples quoted directly from Lindsey et al., 2019, p. 340; for complete scoring examples, please see the appendixes of Lindsey et al., 2019; Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, Krueger, & Grafman, 2011). Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, Krueger, and Grafman (2011) reportedly used this story grammar score because it was more sensitive than measures of narrative robustness, such as the number of complex episodes.

Results regarding the story completeness score's sensitivity have been mixed, with lower scores in individuals with severe penetrating head injuries (Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, Krueger, & Grafman, 2011; Le et al., 2012), but not in adults with closed head injuries (Lindsey et al., 2019). Furthermore, although adolescents with ASD and typical intellectual functioning showed poorer story composites overall than those with typical development, no statistically significant reductions were noted in story completeness (Canfield et al., 2016). Lindsey et al. (2019) and Canfield et al. (2016) attributed the lack of group differences to the use of short, simplistic stories compared to the original study's book. Yet, all three stories used with the Story Goodness Index have a relatively small number of critical content units (i.e., five to seven in total), potentially limiting the narratives' complexity. Furthermore, the Story Goodness Index's story completeness measure codes critical content as present or absent rather than assessing their completeness and accuracy, potentially failing to capture the quality of speaker contributions. Also, consistent with the lack of significant group differences on story completeness, Lindsey et al. (2019) showed no significant associations between group and discourse performance at 1 SD below the mean when comparing Story Goodness Index quadrants. Thus, evidence supporting the utility of the Story Goodness Index's story completeness and overarching measure is mixed.

Beyond this, researchers and clinicians interested in using this tool face several obstacles. First, the control data are limited, with small samples, restricted age ranges, and few published distribution properties. Second, the Story Goodness Index requires coding each T-unit separately for the two measures, which are then plotted against one another; therefore, its clinical efficiency is suboptimal for capturing the multitude of deficits seen in adults with aphasia and/or CCDs. Furthermore, the Story Goodness Index does not account for (a) the accuracy and completeness of content, (b) the logical sequencing of content, and (c) the robustness of complex episodes. Most importantly, the Story Goodness Index's stories are relatively simple with a limited number of episodes, so they sometimes fail to capture group differences.

Thus, sensitive and efficient measures based on a complex story would be beneficial for clinical use to match perceived areas of deficit and compare productions of individuals with aphasia and/or CCDs with neurologically healthy individuals in order to optimize planning and delivery of treatment. These measures must also identify
and differentiate strengths and weaknesses, which may vary across disorders and individuals, as well as document changes over time. As a first step in developing such measures, this study sought to develop clinically efficient narrative analyses measuring logical sequencing and production of complex episodes, which are coded secondary to MC analysis for Cinderella narratives. For this combined set of MSSG analyses, our aim was to report data from adults without impaired language or cognition, with stratification across four age brackets (20-39, 40-59, 60-79, and 80+ years), using the same sample as that of Richardson and Dalton (2016). Two secondary aims were to (a) provide construct validity evidence for using MSSG analyses to identify age-related declines in performance and (b) determine whether individual participants demonstrated consistent or discrepant performance in their use of story grammar components versus their accuracy, completeness, and logical sequencing of content. Consistent with the study of Richardson and Dalton, we hypothesized that younger participants (< 60 years) would earn higher scores than older participants (60+ years), revealing expected age-related declines in narrative production. Following patterns of control data from Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, and Grafman (2011) and Lindsey et al. (2019), we predicted that, while most neurologically healthy adults would demonstrate performance consistency across MSSG's measures, some would perform better on story grammar use than on the accuracy, completeness, and logical sequencing of content, and others would demonstrate the opposite profile.

Method

Participants

The current study used the same sample as that of Richardson and Dalton (2016), who reported data for MC analysis based on 92 transcripts of typically aging adults from AphasiaBank. AphasiaBank is an National Institutes of Health-funded online database that permits researchers to access transcripts and media files from healthy controls and participants with various communication disorders (Forbes et al., 2012; MacWhinney et al., 2011). Transcripts included in current analyses were contributed by the Capilouto, Richardson, and Wright laboratories, per each participant's consent (https://aphasia.talkbank.org/). Participants were typically aging, had no history of neurological conditions, and reported English as their primary language. All participants aged 40 years and older were required to pass the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE).

Table 1 summarizes the sample's demographic characteristics. There were slightly more women (n = 55) than men (n = 37), with a mean education of 15.6 years (± 2.5) and a mean MMSE score of 29.207 (± 1.097). The sample was primarily Caucasian (88 Caucasian, two African American, two Hispanic/Latino) and ranged in age from 21 to 89.5 years. The sample was stratified by age, with 22-24 participants in each of four brackets (20-39, 40-59, 60-79, and 80+ years), adjusting for an assignment error in the original stratification, in which each bracket had 23 participants.

Procedure

Transcripts from Cinderella narratives were elicited according to the AphasiaBank protocol (MacWhinney et al., 2011). First, a text-covered picture book depicting Disney's version of Cinderella (Grimes, 2005) was presented. The examiner stated, "I'm going to ask you to tell a story. Have you ever heard the story of Cinderella?" All participants reported knowing this story. Next, the examiner provided instructions: "Do you remember much about it? These pictures might remind you of how it goes. Take a look at the pictures and then I'll put the book away, and ask you to tell me the story in your own words." After the participant reviewed the book, it was removed, and they recounted the story. If necessary, the examiner stated: "Now tell me as much of the story of Cinderella as you can. You can use any details you know about the story, as well as the pictures you just looked at." Although the prompts "What happened next?" and "Go on" were allowed, no participants required prompting once they began telling the story.
MSSG Measures

MSSG analyses were conducted using a single coding sheet for each participant, which consolidated all measures in one place. The coding sheet along with general instructions and materials for conducting reliability analyses are available in Supplemental Material S1.

MC Analysis

MC codes for all transcripts were obtained from the study by Richardson and Dalton (2016). Transcripts were checked to ensure that all MCs were identified and coding rules were consistently applied. A limited number of codes were changed in this checking process. Reliability was conducted for 20% of transcripts, yielding a point-to-point agreement of 96.540% and a Cohen's kappa of .965. As previously described, each of Cinderella's 34 MCs was assigned a code, with associated scores as follows: 3 points for accurate/complete, 2 points for accurate/incomplete or inaccurate/complete, 1 point for inaccurate/incomplete, and 0 points for absent. See Richardson and Dalton's (2016) Appendix 4 for examples of utterances matching each score. A total MC score (maximum = 102) was calculated by adding the points assigned to each MC.

Sequencing, "MC + Sequencing," Total Episodic Components, and Episodic Complexity

Each MC was assigned a sequencing score based on whether it was presented in a logical sequence. Utterances not matched to an MC were not evaluated for logical sequencing. To be logically sequenced, each MC had to come after the MC(s) before it (e.g., MC 2 must follow MC 1). An exception to this rule was when the sequence of MCs was judged to be interchangeable. For example, MCs 3-5 (Cinderella's stepfamily was mean to her, she was their servant, she was forced to do the chores) could be presented in any sequence among themselves. Other exceptions were made based on the content of MCs. For instance, MC 13 ("Cinderella was upset") could follow MC 10, 11, or 12 (she can't go to the ball, her dress was torn by her stepsisters, or they went to the ball without her), given that this reaction could logically follow any of those events. Similarly, depending on how it was presented, MC 18 ("She had to be home by midnight") could come before or after MC 17 or MC 21, functioning either as a direct consequence (e.g., a consequence of the fairy godmother's spell was that she had to be home by midnight) or as an initiating event (e.g., she was reminded she had to go home as the clock struck midnight). Appendix A summarizes scoring rules for sequencing and provides examples of how to apply these rules.

Any MC stated in a logical sequence was assigned 3 points. An MC stated out of sequence but signaled as being in the wrong sequence by the speaker (e.g., "I forgot to say") was assigned 2 points. An absent MC was assigned a score of 0. Of note, except for scores of 0 indicating an absent MC, sequencing and MC scores were independent of each other. For example, an MC could be accurate and complete (score = 3) but out of sequence without being signaled (score = 1). If all 34 MCs were logically sequenced, the maximum sequencing score was 102 (34 MCs multiplied by 3). A combined MC + sequencing score was calculated by adding the MC score and sequencing score for each MC and totaling these values across MCs (maximum total = 204; "34 x 3" for MC scores plus "34 x 3" for sequencing scores).

Building on Stark (2010), while further specifying episodic components, a story grammar code was assigned to each MC, based on the category/component that MC was most likely to serve. As with sequencing, utterances that did not match an MC were not evaluated for story grammar. Story grammar codes included setting, initiating event, attempt, direct consequence, mental state (either an internal response or reaction), and conclusion (Roth & Spekman, 1986; Stein & Glenn, 1979). Four MCs were determined to potentially correspond with two story grammar components, depending on how the participant constructed the MC (e.g., "Cinderella had to be home by midnight" could be a "direct consequence" or an "initiating event"). For these MCs, the coder assigned the most appropriate code. Furthermore, a fifth MC (17, "Cinderella went to the ball in the coach")
could be coded as a direct consequence, an initiating event, or both, if the speaker included Cinderella's departure from her home and her arrival at the ball (e.g., "So off to the ball she goes in her carriage. Cinderella gets to the ball"). Appendix B summarizes rules for story grammar coding with examples of how to assign codes for these five MCs.

Five episodes, along with setting and concluding statements, were established based on the story grammar codes. Two scores examined how complex participants' episodes were. First, for each episode, coders determined whether a speaker included at least one instance of the three required episodic components: initiating event, attempt, or direct consequence. This yielded a total episodic components score with a maximum score of 15 (i.e., 1 point per episodic component, or 3 possible points per episode x 5 episodes). This score is similar to ratings of initiating events and direct consequences in the Monitoring Indicators of Scholarly Language (Gillam et al., 2016), while allowing higher scores based on the number of episodes in which each component was included. Second, each episode was assigned a complexity score of 1 if it included at least two of the three required episodic components, and a score of 0 if it had one or zero components. The maximum episodic complexity score was 5 (1 point per episode).

Reliability
To ensure coding reliability, two graduate students completed a 2-week training for assigning sequencing, total episodic components, and episodic complexity scores. Training was completed when the pair independently scored and reached at least 80% reliability for point-to-point agreement and .7 for Cohen's kappa for four consecutive practice samples across all scores. Training transcripts were blinded and recoded after coding was completed for the remainder of the sample. Point-to-point agreement and Cohen's kappa were calculated for 20% of the study sample to ensure continued fidelity. Cohen's kappa was 1.00 for total episodic components and episodic complexity and .99 for sequencing, where coefficients of .80 or higher are regarded as "very good" (McHugh, 2012). Point-to-point agreement was 100% for total episodic components and episodic complexity and 99% for sequencing, where values above 80% are considered "very good" (Kazdin, 1982). To resolve discrepant coding, consensus was conducted. Also, one independently assigned sequencing score was changed following clarification of scoring manual rules. Of note, these high levels of reliability resulted from coding based on agreed upon matches of participant utterances to MCs. Reliability might be lower if coders had to assign scores for sequencing, total episodic components, and episodic complexity without first agreeing upon utterance matching.

Analysis
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS v25) was used to generate descriptive statistics, skew and kurtosis, and Shapiro-Wilk's normality tests for sequencing, MC + sequencing, total episodic components, and episodic complexity scores for the entire sample and for the four age brackets (20-39, 40-59, 60-79, and 80+ years). Variables were considered to be normally distributed if skew and kurtosis z scores were less than a conservative value of ± 2.58 and if Shapiro-Wilk's test p values were greater than .05 (Laerd Statistics, n.d.).

To compare sequencing and story grammar performance of older versus younger participants, Welch's t tests were conducted for normally distributed variables, and Mann-Whitney U tests were conducted for nonnormally distributed variables. Scores were compared for the two younger (20-59 years) and two older (60-80+ years) age brackets, following Richardson and Dalton (2016). Alpha was set at .05 for all significance testing. Two-way analyses of variance to assess the main effect of sex and interaction of sex and age group were not conducted due to heterogeneity of variance and (in two cases) nonnormal distributions.

To determine whether neurologically healthy controls demonstrated consistent versus discrepant performance across the macrostructure measures, z-score cutoffs were generated at 1 and 2 SDs below the mean for MC +
sequencing and total episodic components. Comparisons were made across z scores for individual participants to identify those with consistently good story grammar component use and accuracy, completeness, and logical sequencing of content; good story grammar component use in the presence of poor content; good content in the presence of poor story grammar component use; and poor story grammar component use and content.

Results

Descriptive Statistics
Due to the unequal sex ratio across age brackets, descriptive statistics assessed potential sex-based score differences. For 20-39, 40-59, and 80+ years age brackets, performance across variables did not differ statistically for men versus women (p > .140 for all measures). For 60- to 79-year-olds, women performed better than men, as assessed by t tests for sequencing, t(22) = 3.083, p = .005, and MC + sequencing, t(22) = 3.224, p = .042, and as assessed by Mann-Whitney U tests for total episodic components, U = 30.500, z = -2.360, p = .019, and episodic complexity, U = 29.000, z = -2.544, p = .016.

To determine the potential impact of mental status on narrative performance, Spearman rank correlations were run between MMSE unadjusted raw scores and each macrostructure variable, across the full sample and in those participants over 60 years of age. Nonparametric correlations were run due to the limited range of MMSE scores (26-30). Across the full sample, correlations were significant for all variables (ps < .015), except total episodic components (p = .112). However, scatter plots with fit lines for older and younger subgroups revealed no linear relationships. Following this finding, no statistically significant correlations were found between MMSE scores and any of the macrostructure variables in the older age group (ps > .180).

Sequencing, MC + Sequencing, Total Episodic Components, and Episodic Complexity

Table 2 summarizes descriptive statistics for sequencing, MC + sequencing, total episodic components, and episodic complexity scores, including means, standard deviations, medians, ranges, skew, and kurtosis values for the full sample and each age bracket. Overall sequencing scores (max = 102) ranged from 9 to 92, with a mean of 61.098 (SD = 18.880), while MC + sequencing scores (max = 204) ranged from 17 to 183, with a mean of 121.109 (SD = 37.509). For each age bracket, z scores for skewness and kurtosis fell within acceptable ranges (< ± 2.58) for both measures; however, despite being mesokurtic, negative skew was detected for both measures in the full sample. Shapiro-Wilk's test indicated nonnormal distributions for the full sample, in the presence of normally distributed scores for all age brackets for both measures.

Total episodic components score (max = 15) for the full sample had a mean of 11.457 (SD = 2.771) and a median of 12. In each age bracket, means and medians were proximal in value. For the full sample, skew and kurtosis z scores for total episodic components both indicated a nonnormal distribution, which was confirmed by Shapiro-Wilk’s test (p < .001). There was negative skew (z = -3.139) in the 60- to 79-year-old age bracket, while Shapiro-Wilk's test indicated nonnormal distributions in the age brackets of 20-39 (p = .019), 40-59 (p = .008), and 60-79 (p = .002) years. Based on both z scores and Shapiro-Wilk's tests, the age bracket of 80+ years demonstrated normally distributed total episodic components scores.

For the episodic complexity score (max = 5), the full sample median and mean were both 4.00, with an SD of 1.167. Means and medians for each age bracket were proximal. Skew and kurtosis z scores for episodic complexity indicated nonnormal distributions for the full sample, which was confirmed by Shapiro-Wilk's test (p < .001). In the 40- to 59-year-old age bracket, negative skew was detected based on the z score (-2.676), while Shapiro-Wilk's test indicated nonnormal distributions in the age brackets of 20-39, 40-59, and 60-79 years (ps < .001). Thus, only the eldest age bracket (80+ years) demonstrated normally distributed episodic complexity scores based on z scores and Shapiro-Wilk's tests.
Age-Related Differences in Macrostructural Narrative Performance Across Variables

Sequencing, MC + sequencing, total episodic components, and episodic complexity were compared for younger (20-59 years) versus older (60+ years) participants. Based on normal distributions and unequal variances across groups, Welch’s t tests were conducted for sequencing and MC + sequencing scores. Two outliers were identified for each score. Tests with and without outliers yielded similar results, so reported results include outliers. Between-groups differences are reported as mean ± standard error. Significantly higher sequencing scores were found for younger (M = 69.733, SD = 12.581) as compared to older participants (M = 52.830, SD = 20.272), with a mean difference of 16.904 ± 3.536, t(77.365) = 4.827, p < .001. The younger group also performed better on MC + sequencing (younger: M = 138.644, SD = 25.039; older: M = 104.319, SD = 39.933), for a statistically significant mean difference of 34.325 ± 6.918, t(77.817) = 4.962, p < .001.

Due to nonnormal distributions, Mann-Whitney U tests were conducted to assess age-related differences in total episodic components and episodic complexity. As assessed by visual inspection, distributions of total episodic components and episodic complexity scores were dissimilar for the younger and older age groups. Scores in the younger group were significantly higher than in the older group for total episodic components (younger mean rank = 59.533, older mean rank = 34.021), U = 471.000, z = -4.635, p < .001, and episodic complexity (younger mean rank = 57.289, older mean rank = 36.170), U = 572.000, z = -4.028, p < .001.

Consistent Versus Discrepant Performance Across Macrostructural Analyses

To determine whether participants who had difficulty telling accurate, complete, and logically sequenced story content also struggled with story grammar organization, participants’ MC + sequencing scores (x-axis) were plotted against their total episodic components scores (y-axis; see Figure 1). Similar to the Story Goodness Index, vertical and horizontal lines represented z scores that were 1 SD (solid lines: MC + sequencing = 82, z = -1.043; 8 < total episodic components < 9, [-.886 < z < -1.247]) and 2 SDs (dotted lines: MC + sequencing = 46, z = -2.002; 5 < total episodic components < 6, [-1.969 < z < -2.330]) below the mean.

Visual inspection of Figure 1 revealed an expected linear relationship between MC + sequencing and total episodic components, indicating that speakers who produced more accurate, complete, and logically sequenced story content typically generated more episodic components. The bottom left quadrant of the plot identified 11 narratives produced by speakers in the older group, representing narratives with poor content (> 1 SD below on MC + sequencing) and few episodic components (> 1 SD below on total episodic components). Of the 11, eight were men, and 10 were over 70 years of age. Thus, this quadrant illustrates an overall decline in macrostructural narrative quality in some older participants, particularly men. The lower right quadrant identified three older (> 70 years) women who used fewer episodic components than expected, despite average accuracy, completeness, and logical sequencing. Finally, in the upper left quadrant, two older and two younger participants were identified who had below average accuracy, completeness, and logical sequencing, in the presence of average episodic component use. The older participants in this quadrant included one man and one woman, both over 85 years of age; the younger were 19- and 41-year old men.

Discussion

This study furthered our understanding of how neurologically healthy controls structure their ideas when telling a complex narrative and extended Richardson and Dalton’s (2016) work to develop clinically efficient and effective macrostructural narrative analyses: MSSG. Based on a large sample of AphasiaBank control transcripts, this study generated age-stratified data for four analyses related to logical sequencing and story grammar organization for Cinderella narratives: sequencing, MC + sequencing, total episodic components, and episodic complexity. The entire sample and each age bracket were described demographically, allowing clinicians to determine whether MSSG measures would be applicable for their use. Furthermore, score differences between
older and younger participants provided construct validity evidence supporting the use of scores to detect age-related declines in narrative production. Finally, as expected, plotting episodic component use against the accuracy, completeness, and logical sequencing of content revealed consistently good or poor performance for most participants (n = 85). Yet, even among neurologically healthy controls, the combined analyses revealed discrepant performance in some, suggesting strong potential to pinpoint subtle communication strengths and weaknesses in individuals with aphasia and/or CCDs. These findings are an important step toward streamlining clinically useful, multilevel analyses of complex narrative production through MSSG.

MSSG Data From a Typically Aging Sample
This study's typically aging data for four MSSG analyses were consistent with expectations. Most speakers produced logically sequenced narratives, consisting of multiple episodes that included at least two of three required episodic components. In the full sample, negative skew led to nonnormal distributions across all variables. Negative skew was especially pronounced for total episodic components and episodic complexity, with skew detected within age brackets and in the full sample. Thus, as expected, most neurologically healthy controls produced complex episodes throughout their Cinderella narratives, with particularly high performance noted in younger age brackets. Within age brackets, sequencing and MC + sequencing scores demonstrated normal distributions. Thus, generating typically aging data that clustered participants closely in age was critical for providing appropriate comparisons. Clinicians using these analyses are advised to use age-stratified data to compare client scores to expected performance and bear in mind the limitations of current data described below (e.g., relatively small samples in each age bracket).

Age-Related Differences in MSSG Scores
As hypothesized, scores for each variable were significantly lower (poorer) for older as compared to younger participants. The two older age groups (60+ years) produced fewer MCs that were complete, accurate, and logically sequenced (MC + sequencing score), indicating poorer narrative content with age. Older participants also produced fewer episodic components, leading to less complex episodes (i.e., fewer episodes that had at least two of three episodic components). Qualitatively, these MSSG scores translated to less thorough narratives and/or content that was less relevant to the classic fairytale. Within the older and younger age brackets, these declines in narrative production were not related to participants' mental status, as measured by the MMSE. Thus, results were consistent with Richardson and Dalton's (2016) MC analysis, as well as previous research indicative of age-related declines in narrative performance (Capilouto et al., 2005; Marini et al., 2005; Wright et al., 2005). Of note, main effects for sex were also observed in the 60- to 79-year-old age bracket. Due to heterogeneity of variance and (in some cases) nonnormal distributions, interactions of age and sex could not be assessed with two-way analyses of variance; thus, it is possible that such interactions exist.

Expected age-related declines provide construct validity evidence for using MSSG scores to determine whether an individual is producing less accurate, complete, and/or logically sequenced content or less complex story grammar due to aging. MSSG analyses may also prove useful in monitoring these declines. Combining these analyses with assessment of other cognitive domains (e.g., executive functions, memory) could help illuminate the mechanisms underlying age-related declines in narrative productions (Cannizzaro & Coelho, 2013). Finally, evidence of age-related declines highlights the importance of generating and using age-stratified norms to best identify narrative production challenges in adults with aphasia and/or CCDs.

Consistency and Discrepancies Across Macrostructural Analyses
Overall, sequencing, total episodic components, and episodic complexity scores were highly consistent with MC analysis scores. The consistency in scores is logical because current variables were coded only for MCs. Furthermore, neurologically healthy controls would be expected to produce narratives with good content and use of story grammar components. As adults age, we expect to see declines in both content and use of story
grammar components—a pattern identified in 11 current participants whose scores were poor across all measures. This subset of participants was predominantly men (eight of 11) and over 70 years of age (10 of 11). These participants' stories tended to be quite short, averaging about 16 utterances, six episodic components, and less than two complex episodes per story. Qualitatively, many of these participants indicated difficulty remembering how story events took place (e.g., "somehow she wound up at the ball," "I don't know how the word got around [about the ball]"). Thus, MSSG analyses detected the poor narrative performance observed qualitatively.

Importantly, even in the present control sample, seven of 92 participants demonstrated discrepant scores. Four demonstrated average use of episodic components in the presence of poorer-than-expected accuracy, completeness, and logical sequencing of content, and three exhibited average content that used fewer episodic components than expected. For example, one woman who was over 80 years of age obtained an MC + sequencing score of 100 out of 204 ($z = -0.563$), indicating accurate, complete, and logically sequenced content. In contrast, she produced only eight of 15 required episodic components (total episodic complexity: $z = -1.247$) and only two episodes with at least two required components ($z = -1.713$), indicating lower-than-expected episodic complexity. Such reductions in episodic complexity could lead to confusion, forcing the listener to make assumptions about missing events that prompted character action, attempts to attain their goal(s), and consequences of those attempts. Further research is needed to determine whether adults with aphasia and/or CCDs will demonstrate similar discrepancies and whether these combined measures will efficiently and effectively capture macrostructural deficits.

Establishment of MSSG Analyses, Limitations, and Future Directions

In designing this study's novel MSSG analyses, we sought to create clinically useful, effective, and efficient measures; thus, recommendations from prior research were considered. First and foremost, Lindsey et al. (2019) postulated that a complex narrative was needed to reveal deficits in populations with CCDs. Thus, Cinderella narratives were used, given that multiple, complex episodes are required to tell the story. This high level of complexity was sufficient to detect age-related declines in narrative production; future research is needed to determine if Cinderella narratives are sufficiently complex to identify deficits in those with aphasia and/or CCDs.

In addition, Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, Krueger, and Grafman (2011) argued that the Story Goodness Index's effectiveness in identifying narrative deficits in individuals with TBI could be attributed to the combined power of their story grammar and story completeness measures. Canfield et al. (2016) similarly reported that the combination of quantitative measures revealed deficits in adolescents with ASD that were not found based on story grammar or story completeness alone. Our combined MSSG analyses followed suit and added a measure of logical sequencing. To assess story completeness, MSSG used MC analysis, which has revealed age-related declines (Richardson & Dalton, 2016), differences between healthy controls and adults with communication disorders (Dalton & Richardson, 2019; Elbourn et al., 2019), and improvements due to spontaneous recovery following a TBI (Elbourn et al., 2019). For sequencing and story grammar measures, only utterances that matched an MC were evaluated, promoting clinical efficiency and coding reliability by eliminating the need to code each transcript utterance. This allowed efficient analysis of logical sequencing, a macrostructure analysis that has the potential to reveal narrative disorganization in individuals with aphasia and/or CCDs. Furthermore, only five of Cinderella's 34 MCs required active coding to identify which story grammar component an utterance served. From there, a 1 or 0 was assigned to indicate whether each episode included an initiating event, attempt, and direct consequence, efficiently yielding measures of story grammar complexity (total episodic components and episodic complexity). While neither of these measures identified deficits in producing specific episodic components (e.g., a participant who consistently omits attempts), a microanalysis of the data from which these scores were generated could provide this valuable information for researchers and clinicians. (Note,
the coding sheet in Supplemental Material S1 color codes the three required episodic components to facilitate such microanalyses.) Our goal in designing MSSG measures was for experienced clinicians to be able to analyze narratives with minimal to no transcription. To determine if this is the case, future research should examine whether these measures could be reliably scored in real time or based on review of videos without transcription.

Beyond efficiency, MSSG measures were effective in detecting age-related declines in sequencing and story grammar complexity. Future research should explore their clinical utility in identifying challenges of individuals with aphasia and/or CCDs and document additional psychometric evidence, including test-retest reliability and construct validity for measuring changes over time. Researchers should aim to utilize large, diverse, and well-stratified samples, bearing in mind that communication deficits may present differently across distinct etiologies. Furthermore, although our sequencing and story grammar analyses were more efficient than traditional analyses that code each transcript utterance, future research should compare the two methods to determine whether they capture similar challenges or whether omitting utterances that do not match an MC fails to adequately represent a speaker's true narrative abilities. MSSG's story grammar measures could also be compared with a measure of the proportion of utterances within complex episodes to the total number of transcript utterances, following the Story Goodness Index's story grammar measure. Such a comparison would determine if these measures detect similar challenges in individuals with CCDs.

While current results provide strong preliminary evidence supporting MSSG analyses, a few limitations should be acknowledged. Although our typically aging sample was roughly twice that of prior research on the Story Goodness Index (Le, Coelho, Mozeiko, Krueger, & Grafman, 2011; Lindsey et al., 2019; Mozeiko et al., 2011), the number of participants in each age bracket was relatively small. The sample also lacked diversity in terms of race, ethnicity, and educational attainment. Furthermore, the sample included more women than men, and women received higher scores on MCs in the full sample (Richardson & Dalton, 2016) and on sequencing and story grammar in the 60- to 79-year-old age bracket. Future research should increase the sample's size and diversity and equalize the sex ratio, which could provide normative data that are representative of the broader adult population. Additionally, narrower age stratifications and analyses of sex and education effects would ensure that such normative data adequately reflect the population.

Finally, it should be noted that the Cinderella narrative presents its own challenges. Even in neurologically healthy controls, few individuals approached a maximum MC + sequencing score. Since Cinderella is a familiar story, speakers might have assumed shared listener knowledge and produced shorter, vaguer narratives as a result. Alternately, speakers may have (a) failed to remember the story adequately, (b) lacked the working memory abilities to recall the story, or (c) told a version of the story that did not align with the MCs. To address these issues, an unfamiliar story, similar to but more complex than those used in the Story Goodness Index, could be used, and speakers could view images associated with the story while telling it. Furthermore, future research should examine how MSSG scores relate to participants' executive functions and memory abilities. For example, because the MMSE has poor sensitivity to subtle declines in cognitive function secondary to aging (cf. Pinto et al., 2019), future research should use a memory screening that is more sensitive to subtle changes (e.g., Montreal Cognitive Assessment) or a more thorough cognitive assessment. Last, it is worth noting that retelling a fictional story or fairy tale may differ from other discourse contexts, such as personal narratives or expository tasks.

Task Relevance
On a final note, we recognize that some may question the relevance of telling a fairytale to functional, everyday communication. Successfully telling the story of Cinderella is complex, requiring intact micro- and macrolinguistic production, while also placing demands on executive functioning (e.g., working memory to keep track of previously shared content, inhibition to prevent sharing of irrelevant information). Speakers who fail to
include accurate, complete, and/or logically sequenced content in an organized manner when telling Cinderella may also have difficulty relaying details in day-to-day interactions. Thus, while omitting that "Cinderella must return home by midnight" or inaccurately stating "her stepmother created a dress for her" may seem trivial, deficits in generating accurate, complete, and well-organized information in real-world contexts could lead to loss of employment, missed medical appointments, or miscommunication with family members. In short, content is important, and the expression of vague, incorrect, or poorly organized information can lead to confusion, frustration, and/or communicative breakdowns and misunderstandings. Using the familiar narrative of Cinderella could allow researchers and clinicians to quantify the accuracy, completeness, and/or organization of content in an efficient, standardized way, which might not be possible with personal stories. That said, we acknowledge that performance on a fictional narrative may differ in important ways from performance on personal narratives or expository/procedural discourse. For example, across adulthood, lexical density was the highest for personal narratives, then fictional narratives, and least for procedural discourse; furthermore, older adults demonstrated significantly greater lexical density on personal narratives and procedural discourse than younger adults (Fergadiotis et al., 2011). Alternate analyses, such as high-point analysis for personal narratives, should be explored to examine macrostructure in other discourse forms.

Conclusion
This study introduced novel, multilevel narrative analyses: MSSG. MSSG's four novel analyses were coded secondary to MC analysis for Cinderella narratives. The aim was to capture the overarching accuracy, completeness, and logical sequencing of narrative content and story grammar organization, focusing on the complexity of episodes. Based on transcripts from a large sample of neurologically healthy controls, we provided preliminary data for a typically aging sample for MSSG's four new analyses: sequencing, MC + sequencing, total episodic components, and episodic complexity. Together with Richardson and Dalton (2016), distributional characteristics are available for all five MSSG analyses for Cinderella narratives. Appendixes A and B provide guidelines for using current analyses, which should be used in conjunction with Richardson and Dalton's Appendixes 1-3 and Nicholas and Brookshire's (1995) Appendix A. Use of age-stratified data is recommended, given age-related score differences.

The current findings provide a strong foundation for efficient and effective measurement of narratives. While further research is needed to confirm the reliability, validity, and clinical utility of sequencing and story grammar measures, MSSG analyses have the potential to enable clinicians to match analyses to perceived areas of deficit, compare narrative productions of neurologically healthy adults and those with aphasia and/or CCDs, identify profiles of strengths and weaknesses, and improve diagnostic and therapeutic outcomes for adults with communication disorders.
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